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Answer: A, B
QUESTION: 142
You have three temporary tablespace groups named G1, G2, and G3 in your
database. You are creating a new temporary tablespace as follows:
CREATE TEMPORARY TABLESPACE TEMP1 TEMPFILE '/u1/data/temp1.dbf'
SIZE 10M TABLESPACE GROUP '';
Which statement regarding the above command is correct?
A. It will create the tablespace TEMP1 in group G1.
B. It will create the tablespace TEMP1 in group G3.
C. It will not add the tablespace TEMP1 to any group.
D. It will create the tablespace TEMP1 in the default group.
E. It will throw an error with message 'specified group is not available'.
F. It will create a new group with a system-generated name and add the tablespace
TEMP1 to it.

Answer: C
QUESTION: 143
You enabled block change tracking for faster incremental backups in your database.
Which background process writes to the change tracking file?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

RBAL
CKPT
SMON
PMON
MMON
CTWR
DBWR

Answer: F
QUESTION: 144
What is the Character Set Scanner?
A. a separate program that searches the database for invalid strings
B. a package (DBMS_CSS) that searches the database for invalid strings
C. a separate program that searches for strings that require Unicode conversion if you
want to support multiple languages
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D. a separate program that identifies character data loss if you change the character
sets of the database

Answer: D
QUESTION: 145
Identify three key features of ASM. (Choose three.)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

file striping
file mirroring
Segment Advisor
automatic file creation
automatic disk rebalancing
automatic file size increment
automatic undo management

Answer: A, B, E
QUESTION: 146
The Oracle 10g LogMiner needs a data dictionary copy to display the object names.
From which three locations can LogMiner retrieve the data dictionary information?
(Choose three.)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

separate supplemental log file
information in the control file
the current online data dictionary
a Data Dictionary copy stored in the redo log file
a Data Dictionary copy stored in an operating system flat file
redo information stored within the redo vectors of the DML operation

Answer: C, D, E
QUESTION: 147
Which three methods can you use to run an Automatic Database Diagnostic Monitor
(ADDM) analysis over a specific time period? (Choose three.)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Enterprise Manager GUI
DBMS_TRACE package APIs
DBMS_ADVISOR package APIs
DBMS_MONITOR package APIs
$ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/admin/addmrpt.sql script
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Answer: A, C, E
QUESTION: 148
Which two statements regarding a SQL profile are true? (Choose two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.

It is built by Automatic Tuning Optimizer.
It cannot be stored persistently in the data dictionary.
It can be used by the query optimizer automatically.
It can be created manually by using the CREATE PROFILE command.

Answer: A, C
QUESTION: 149
You created a database (using Database Configuration Assistant [DBCA]) by using
one of the default templates. The default permanent tablespace for the non-system
users, excluding DBSNMP and OUTLN users, will be set to _____.
A.
B.
C.
D.

USERS
SYSTEM
SYSAUX
EXAMPLE

Answer: A
QUESTION: 150
Which three actions are required to configure the Flashback Database? (Choose
three.)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

set Flash Recovery Area
enable Flashback logging
create FLASHBACK tablespace
create a user called flashoper
start the database in the ARCHIVELOG mode
start the database in the NOARCHIVELOG mode

Answer: A, B, E
QUESTION: 151
Which two statements are true regarding the use of UTF-16 encoding? (Choose two.)
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

enables easier loading of multinational data
uses a fixed-width multibyte encoding sequence
Asian characters are represented in three characters
uses a variable-width multibyte encoding sequence
European characters are represented in one or two bytes

Answer: A, B
QUESTION: 152
Consider an Oracle instance that is using Automatic Shared Memory Management.
You set some of the System Global Area (SGA) parameters as shown below:
SGA_TARGET=200 MB SHARED_POOL_SIZE=20 MB
DB_KEEP_CACHE_SIZE=30 MB
Which two statements are correct in this scenario? (Choose two.)
A. Shared pool size will never shrink below 20 MB.
B. A maximum of 20 MB will be allocated to the shared pool.
C. 230 MB will be allocated among the auto-tuned SGA components.
D. 250 MB will be allocated among the auto-tuned SGA components.
E. If SGA_TARGET is reduced to 150 MB, then it will not affect the value of the
DB_KEEP_CACHE_SIZE parameter.

Answer: A, E
QUESTION: 153
Which method would you use to undo the changes made by a particular transaction
without affecting the changes made by other transactions?
A. point-in-time recovery
B. manually enter the appropriate data again
C. execute the ROLLBACK command with transaction number
D. flashback the database to before the transaction was committed
E. determine all the necessary undo SQL statements from
FLASHBACK_TRANSACTION_QUERY and use them for recovery

Answer: E
QUESTION: 154
Identify the three predefined server-generated alerts. (Choose three.)
A. Drop User
B. Privilege Grants
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C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Tablespace Space Usage
Tablespace Reorganization
Resumable Session Suspended
Recovery Area Low On Free Space
SYSTEM Tablespace Size Increment

Answer: C, E, F
QUESTION: 155
What are three benefits provided by the enhanced Unicode support? (Choose three.)
A.
B.
C.
D.

support for the AL24UTFFSS character set
support for fixed-width character encoding
Unicode support in the database character set
richer support for more character sets, languages, and territories

Answer: B, C, D
QUESTION: 156
Which process performs the rebalance data extent movements across ASM disk
groups in ASM?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Checkpoint (CKPT)
System Monitor (SMON)
ASM Rebalance (ARBn)
Process Monitor (PMON)
ASM Background (ASMB)
ASM Rebalance Master (RBAL)

Answer: C
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